Shop Vacutech now and really clean up!

Spend $25,000+ and get 10 FREE retrofit hose kits*

$7,000 VALUE!
Retrofit with Rapidlock™ – discover the whole family of innovative patent-pending vacuum tools

DuoLock Combo Vacuum Tool

*Lock in your vacuum tool performance*

Unique two-in-one vacuum tool from Vacutech replaces standard claw and crevice tools. Engineered locking system means wind cannot blow the tool out of the holder, reducing damage and keeping your vacuum area looking neat and clean.

- Replaces standard claw and crevice tools with one versatile tool
- Reduces potential damage to vacuum tools
- Locking mechanism in holder securely locks tool in place yet easy to remove
- Won’t collapse under vacuum like competitors’ version
- Saves time and money on replacements

RapidLock™ Hose Kits

- Secure hose fittings prevent hose disengagement
- Smooth swivel to prevent hose kinking
- Quieter with increased performance/airflow
- Prevents theft and replacement needs for tool attachments

Visit [ncswash.com/promos](http://ncswash.com/promos) and use promo code RRVAC23

Evaluation form will be emailed upon completion of the promos form.

*Full System evaluation required before purchase. Offer runs through October 31, 2023*